ADHESIVES / CONTRACT
& TOLL MIXINGS EQUIPMENT
COATER INFORMATION
12” - 36” Widths Available
Corona Treater to 36” Widths
0.5 Mil - 10 Mil Web Thickness
Various Methods of Coating Technologies Available
PK MACHINE INFORMATION
Post-Formed Blister Adhesive Coater
Maximum Blister Size is Currently 12” x 16”
9 - COLOUR FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS
16” web width
2-5 die stations
Sheeting capability and duplex rewind
Module for thermal sealing for pouch manufacturing
Waterbased ink \ adhesives or uv curables
2 - COLOUR FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS
10” web width
3 die stations
Laminating and sheeting capability

Adhesives / Contract & Toll Mixings
Having issues with your current adhesives not performing the way you would like? Let us know your requirements and we can look into finding the proper
solution for your application. Indsale Limited can manufacture water-based products based on both formula and raw materials supplied by the customer.
We can also develop our own formulation using customer specified criteria and our own raw materials. This flexibility allows our customers to choose the
path which best meets their needs.

Pressure Sensitive

Heat Seal

Laminating Adhesives

All of Indsale PSA’s are custom formulated and

Most of Indsale heat seal adhesives are custom

Available in both wet bonding and dry

can be used for permanent or removable and

formulated products designed to suit the most

bonding applications. Available for many

cold temperature applications.

demanding product requirements.

substrates including:

Available for many substrates including:

Available for many substrates including:

Vinyl

Foil

Vinyl

Film

Film

Film

Paper

Paper

Paper

Release Liners

Available for a large range of heat seal
temperatures.

Not 100% satisfied with the effectiveness of the adhesives
you are using? Contact us today!
Manufacturing Address

Indsale Ltd

Mailing Address

4 Douglas Rd.

Phone: 613-394-7058

P.O. Box 161

Trenton, ON

Fax: 613-394-8595

Trenton, ON

K8V 5P8

K8V 5R2

